Clinical Trials

The Clinical Trials List imports and synchronizes with Stanford Medicine clinical trials that you specify. Display a single trial, list, or a count widget.

Features

• Multiple views including summary, tabular, or compact
• Build Lists using a wide variety of source criteria
• Advanced search option
• Details expand on current, or separate custom page
• Paging, archive and counter options

Pro Tips

• Use a separate "Details Page" option when there's multiple listings on a page
• Does not display trials from sites outside Stanford
• Create specific lists using Trial or Investigator IDs
• Create broader lists using keywords or conditions
Setup Essentials & Legend

Trial Lists can be generated from a variety of input sources (A). These are outlined below. Full trials database is located at: https://clinicaltrials.stanford.edu/

i. Specific IDs
A manual list via specific, individual IDs:
• Investigator
• Trial

ii. Grouping
A manual list via broader terms including:
• Conditions
• Keywords

iii. Service Link
An automated list based on a single service line.
Details Page Option

The default behavior when users click an entry is to expand and show all details on the current page, temporarily removing all other listings. This works fine when there's only a few entries per page, but not ideal when there are many. To display details on a separate, uncluttered page, link the **results page (B)** option to a new page, setup as below:

1. Create a new child page under the current trials page.
2. Add a Clinical Trials component to the page and edit it. Configure field **(A) Locate trials by** to **Display trial details**.
3. (Optional) Add a **Button component** at the top of the page. Link this button to return to the trials page.